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An estimate of the variance in the electron density for P1 has been derived by consideration of the errors 
in the observed and calculated structure factors for accurate diffractometer experiments. It is concluded 
that the variance in the electron density is substantially dependent on the errors in the form-factor curves 
for the better quality instruments available. 
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Introduction 

The electron density for the space group P 1 is given by 

Q(r) =(2/v) 22 IFo(h)l cos [0(h)-  e(h)] (1) 

where, 0(h)=27~h. r and c~(h) is the phase angle. The 
usual treatment of errors in the electron density as- 
sumes (a) that there are no errors in the phase angles 
and (b) that the variance of IFo(ll)l can be represented 
by Izl(h)l z where IA(h)l=llFo(h)l-IFc(h)ll. These as- 
sumptions lead to an expression for the variance of 
the electron density 

a2[o(r)]=(2/v) 2 27 I/1(!1)12 cos 2 [0(h)-  ct(h)] (2) 

and the apparent paradox that the error in 0(r) in- 
creases indefinitely with the number of observations. 

It has recently been shown by Killean & Lawrence 
(1969) that a set of variances for the IA(h)l can be ob- 
tained on an absolute scale for use in least-squares 
refinement, and this paper is concerned with applying 
these variances of the observed and calculated struc- 
ture factors to the determination of a new expression 
for the standard deviation of the electron density. 

The variance of the observed structure factor 

An analysis of the variance of the observed structure 
factor gives an expression 

K (I+B) 
a2°(h) = 4 Lp " (I------B)) + c2lF°(h)12 (3) 

where aao(h) is the variance in IFo(h)! and the other 
quantities have been defined in the previous paper. 
The first term on the right-hand side of this equation 
arises from counting statistics and the second term is 
due to random instrumental setting errors. It is advis- 
able for accurate experimental work to make the first 
term negligibly small compared with the second term 
and it is not difficult to show (Killean, 1967) that to 
do this only relatively low counts are required to pro- 
duce a very low R index based on counting statistics 
alone. Consequently (2) reduces, still assuming no error 
in the phase angles, to 

a2[Q(r)] = (2/v)Ze' 27 IFo(h)l 2 cos~ [0(h)- ~(h)] 
< (2 /vyc2  27 IFo(h)l 2 . 

It is well known that S IFo(h)l 2 summed over an infinite 
number of planes is related to the height of the origin 
peak of the Patterson synthesis and is therefore finite. 
The apparent paradox indicated in the introduction is 
resolved. 

The variance of the calculated structure factor 

Consider the expression for the calculated structure 
factor, 

Fc(h) = X If(h) + 6(h)] exp 2nih.  r: 
J 

where 6(h) is the asymmetric correction which has to 
be applied to the scattering factor, f (h), due to bonding 
of the atom. It has been shown (Killean & Lawrence, 
1969) that a consideration of the error vector polygon 
arising from the 6(h), gives a variance in the calculated 
structure factor 

crab(h) =k2[ 27 f(h)2]=kZ(IF(h)12). (4) 

Since the calculated structure factors are used to com- 
pute the phase angles this variance will give rise to a 
variance in the phase angle. Because 

Fe(h) = Ae(h) + iBe(h), 

it follows from (4) that 

o~[A(h)] = a~[B(h)] = ½o'~(h) . (5) 

Care should be taken in applying this expression to 
other non-centrosymmetric space groups which have 
centrosymmetric projections where all B(h) are zero. 

The variance of the electron density 

The variance of the electron density given by (1) can 
now be expressed as 

(:[~(r)] =(2/v)z 2: o~{IFo(h)l cos [O(h)-~(h)]}. 
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cr{IFo(h)l cos [0(h)-~(h)]} = IFo(h)l~{ cos [0(h)-  c~(h)]} 
+1 cos [O(h)-o~(h)]lao(h) 
=lFo(h)l I sin [0 (h ) -  c~(h)]la[~(h)] 
+l  cos [0(h)-  c~(h)]l~ro(h). 

Let 
~o(h) = o ( n ) -  o~(h). 

o[IFo(h)l cos ~o(h)]--IFo(h)l I sin cp(h)la[oc(h)] 
+1 cos ~o(h)loo00 

and hence 

az[o(r)]=(2/v)2 Z [IFo(h)] 2 sin z ~o(h)o-Z[~x(h)] 

+ cos2 ~o(h)cro2(h)l + 21Fo(h)l I sin ~o(h) cos ~o(h)lo'[e(h)] 
no(h)]. (6) 

A reasonable estimate of a[~(h)] can be obtained from 

Ac(h)-ac[A(h)] 
cos [a(h) + a[~(h)]} = IFc(h)l + at(h) 

[ Ae0a)- °¥[A(h)] ] 
aid(h)] = cos-X IF~(h)l +ae(h) 

_ [ At(h) l 
c°s-1 L Ifc(h)l J 

= cos-1 [ A~0a)-(1/~2)~,(h) 
IF~(h)l+cr,(h) ] 

[ Ae(h) ] 
- c°s-X /IF~(h)l 3 ' (7) 

and consequently all the terms on the right-hand side 
of (6) are known numerically and the variance of the 
electron density may be computed at any point. 

The average value of the variance of the electron 
density at general positions may be obtained in the 
usual way (Cruickshank, 1965) by replacing the trig- 
onometric functions by their averages. 

Gz[Q(r)] = (2/v)z • [½1Fo(h)lZcrZ[~(h)] 
+½ao2(h) + (2/~) IFo(h)la[o~(h)]ao(h)] 

and assuming a negligible variance due to counting 
statistics 

a2[~(r)] = 
[ (~2[~(h)] c2 2c~[~(h)])] 

(2/v) 2 Z IFo(h)l 2 - - - - -~--  + -~- + rc . (8) 

The value of c, the fractional error in the structure 
factor, varies from diffractometer to diffractometer for 
the same crystal and may be considered as a figure of 
merit for a particular instrument. Extreme values that 
have been found for an all light-atom organic crystal 
are 0.070 and 0.022 and it is clearly desirable to have 
an instrument manufactured to sufficiently high toler- 
ances that the 'c2-term ' in (8) is negligible compared 
with the term due to errors in the scattering-factor 
curves. From analysis of a limited amount of data ob- 
tained from the best available instrument - that giving 
c of 0.022 - the average error in the scattering factor 
curves for an all light-atom structure appears to be 
about 3%. Substitution of this value in (7) gives 
(a[~0a)]) of 0.05 radian. Consequently 

tr2[~(h)] = 0"00125 
2 

c 2 
~- = 0.00024 (best) or 0.00245 (worst) 

2ca[~)]  
-0.00070 (best) or 0.00223 (worst) zc 

and clearly for any diffractometer the contribution to 
the variance in the electron density from the errors in 
the phases is by no means negligible and predominates 
for better quality instruments. 

The errors in the positional parameters may be 
derived in the usual way (Cruickshank, 1965), but it 
is essential to allow for the errors in the phase angles 
when computing the standard deviations of the various 
derivatives of the electron-density function. This can 
be done in a derivation similar to that of equation (6). 
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